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Solar at BHP



History of BHP Solar 

Former President Jimmy Carter



Rooftop Solar 



49% of BHP Properties 
have Rooftop Solar

Properties 
with Solar, 

18
Properties 

without 
Solar, 19



BHP Properties 
Currently with Solar 
PROPERTIES
30Pearl
Bridgewalk
Broadway East
Canopy At Red Oak Park
Canyon Pointe
Ciclo
Diagonal
Glen Willow
High Mar
Iris/Hawthorn
Kalmia
Lee Hill
Madison
Manhattan
Northport
Palo Park
Red Oak Park
Walnut Place

Property 
with Solar

Property 
without Solar



BHP rooftop capacity is currently 1,124kw 
which powers approximately 275 homes



Solar Gardens 



BHP currently 
participates in 5 
solar gardens.

These supply 
1,528kw of power 
for approximately 

382 homes.



Rooftop and solar garden capacity 
combined supply 2.6 megawatts of 
power or approximately 40% of BHP’s 
electricity.

To achieve 100% solar BHP would need 
to add another 2.5 to 3 megawatts of 
power.

Solar
40%

Non-Solar
60%



Continue to increase solar capacity with rooftop and solar gardens

Acquire land for another solar garden to meet current and future needs

The greatest opportunity to get to our goal would be through solar garden 
subscriptions

Working with partners on current and future solar garden opportunities

Estimated additional solar need for future development is approximately 3.3 
megawatts. This estimate is based on the construction or acquisition of 800 units over 
the next 8 years.

Opportunities to get to 100% 



Thank You
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